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Masks with a stochastic (noisy) component raise thresholds in contrast detection tasks. This is usually
assumed to be due to the mask increasing variance within the detecting mechanism. But such masks
(e.g. white noise) are spectrally broadband, and will activate other mechanisms that will suppress the 
detecting channel via contrast gain control, or could perhaps increase the level of internal noise.
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Model predictions

Here we:
 Review the evidence for stochastic and deterministic contributions to noise masking
 Compare model predictions for combinations of both types of masking
 Demonstrate empirically that the two masking e�ects are nonadditive
 Discuss the implications of this for estimating internal noise

Both white noise masks and cross-oriented masks produce 
monotonic threshold elevation functions (e.g.  Campbell & 
Kulikowski, 1966; Meese & Holmes, 2002; Pelli, 1981; Lu & 
Dosher, 2008), as these examples show:

Double pass technique Contrast matching experiments
Repeating a masking experiment twice, using
the same samples of noise, permits estimation
of the ratio of external:internal noise. Entirely
deterministic masks do not contribute any
external noise (not shown), but white noise 
masks cause observer responses to be more 
consistent. Yet they do this less e�ectively 
than 0D noise (see Methods) that produces 
equivalent amounts of threshold elevation. So 
some, but not all of the masking e�ect of white 
noise can be attributed to stochastic factors.

Suppression should reduce the perceived
contrast of a masked target. Noise with no
suppression should not. Contrast matching
experiments show that deterministic (grating)
masks do have a suppressive e�ect (i.e. Meese
& Hess, 2004). The same is true of white noise,
indicating a suppressive component. 0D noise
does not a�ect perceived contrast, so its
masking e�ects must come entirely from the
increased variance in the detecting mechanism.

• Noise masking experiment using 0D noise (see right)
• One condition has an additional 3F oblique mask
• 3 experienced observers (2 naïve)

• Target was a 1c/deg horizontal log-Gabor
• 3F mask was a 32% contrast oblique 3c/deg grating

• NEC MultiSync P1150 monitor, gamma corrected
• Bits++ Box, PsychToolbox 3, Apple Mac

• 2IFC staircase task without feedback
• 8 noise jitter variances (including 0%)
• 4 repetitions per observer
• Fit psychometric functions to estimate thresholds

0D noise

Pedestal contrast on each interval determined
by zero-mean Gaussian distribution
Negative pedestals are phase reversals
So, activity in the target channel varies on an
interval by interval basis, driven by this
external noise
Where 2D white noise varies in two dimensions
(x and y or, alternatively, orientation and 
spatial frequency), pedestal jitter varies only
in contrast; therefore it is 0D noise
0D noise causes strong masking with a slope 
of unity, as predicted by noise masking models
Does not activate non-target channels, so
no gain control suppression (see Background)

Target 3F mask

Double pass consistency
Double pass experiment where the target was
absent on 50% of trials. Provides the cleanest
measure of observer consistency, and was run
to test the hypothesis that a 3F grating mask
increases internal noise. Technique similar to
that used in hearing by Spiegel & Green (1981), 
but novel in vision to include target absent case.

The 3F mask raised baseline detection thresholds fourfold (12dB)

Data imply equivalent internal noise of 0dB (no 3F mask) or 12dB (3F mask)

Masking functions converge fully at high jitter levels

The 0D noise produced a typical noise masking function

Double pass agreement was similar
for the two 0D noise conditions - with
and without a 3F mask

Suggests that the 3F mask does not
induce internal noise, so its masking
e�ect must be due to suppression

Rules out induced noise model

Double pass results
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Since white noise is spectrally broadband (see right), the masking 
could be due to it contributing variance in the detecting channel, 
or to the other components (i.e. non-target orientations and 
spatial frequencies) suppressing the detecting mechanism.
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Extra internal noise reduces double pass consistency after Burgess & Colborne (1988)

Stochastic and deterministic masks are nonadditive

Masking from cross-channel components is due to suppression, 
not induced internal noise

2D white noise will produce both types of masking, explaining 
why it increases double pass response consistency, reduces
perceived target contrast and causes ‘twin’ masking (right)

Estimates of equivalent internal noise cannot be absolute;
they will be corrupted by suppression and system gain properties

This could include di�erences in sensitivity (gain), adaptation 
(Kwon et al., 2009) or standing suppression from mean luminance 
(Yang, Qi & Makous, 1995).

In the twin condition, the same 
sample of noise is used in both
2IFC intervals. This produces
strong masking from 2D noise,
which must be due to suppression
(e.g. it cannot be stochastic since
nothing varies between intervals).

Twin masking

Filtering many examples of white 
noise using a range of �lters of
di�erent bandwidths shows that
remarkably little of the noise
energy is passed by the �lter (see
above). For reasonable filter
bandwidths (1.3 octaves, ±25deg),
less than 5% of the noise energy
is within-�lter. The remaining 
energy will activate nearby 
mechanisms, which may have a 
deleterious e�ect on detection 
performance.

 How can we tell these possibilities apart?

2D white noise
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Suppression does not a�ect double pass consistency after Foley (1994)

Intuitively, one might expect the distinct stochastic and deterministic masking effects to combine 
For a fixed contrast deterministic mask, and variable contrast noise, their combination could be:
  - additive (e.g. Meese & Holmes, 2002), predicting parallel noise masking functions
  - superadditive (e.g. Perkins & Landy, 1991), predicting diverging noise masking functions
  - nonadditive, predicting converging noise masking functions
A noisy linear observer model would predict no effect of a 3F grating mask on a 1F target, yet 
 previous studies (e.g. Meese & Holmes, 2002) report substantial masking
Two candidate nonlinearities predict 3F masking: divisive suppression, and induced internal noise
Each model produces nonadditive masking such that masking functions converge, traditionally 
 interpreted as a di�erence in internal noise
But the models di�er in their predictions for a double pass experiment - this is testable

We can separate stochastic and deterministic contributions 
by using masks that are ‘pure’ examples of each type:

a grating mask at 3 times the target frequency (3F mask)
a pedestal with random contrast (0D noise, see Methods)

Average (n=3)

400 MCS trials/observer
in each condition


